NEW STRATEGIC INITIATIVES

CONGRATS TO OUR 2018 GRADUATES

INTRODUCING THE MERIT SCHOLARSHIP

THANKING 556 SUPPORTERS

2017-18 ANNUAL REPORT
NINE STUDENTS GRADUATED AS THE CLASS OF 2018, all with letters of admission to colleges and universities. Among them, two received Bonner Scholarships for their matriculation to Earlham College in recognition of not only their financial need but also their demonstrated capacity for nourishing community through service in their high school years.

The 2017-2018 school year began and finished with historically low enrollment: just 23 students, a number which fell short of even our most conservative projections. By contrast, this year’s enrollment has us at close to 30 students with nine freshmen to make up for the seniors just graduated. Last year was nevertheless one of the most professionally satisfying of my 31-year career in schools, with students, staff, parents, the School Committee and the Yearly Meeting all positively working to further the school’s mission. A result of this steadfast and vibrant energy is the launch of significant initiatives to increase our enrollment and presence in the world:

- We continue strengthening the relationship between the farm and student learning. During her visit last fall, Gov. Kim Reynolds noted the high quality of STEAM education in our Farm Term involving the whole student body (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Math).

- Responding to strong response from Iowa City parents looking for alternatives to the public and parochial options, Scattergood has begun plans to open a day school for grades 6-8 in the fall of 2019.

- Grinnell College approached Scattergood to develop a joint program in which high-achieving students (senior or post-graduate) from disadvantaged districts will receive an academic “gap year” at Scattergood to better stand with freshmen peers upon their matriculation to the College.

Like some of our older maples on campus, Scattergood’s heartwood and sapwood make for a healthy cambium, the layer that adds rings to the tree. We continue to mature and respond to change on the outside while keeping rooted in our values, and I am honored to be part of the adventure with you.

---

Thomas Weber,
Head of School
Since we reintroduced sheep to our farm in 2004, bottle lambs have brought much joy to our students. Each spring weak or abandoned lambs are given a dose of colostrum and a few more opportunities to attach before being sent off to the dorm where students administer night feedings, bedding changes and bring the lambs out in the day to frolic in the sun. Never have I witnessed such joy and responsibility from our students in pulling a beet from the ground or harvesting broccoli. By June the lambs are reintroduced to the flock, weaned, and are eventually recognizable only by their fleeting residual desire to approach people.

When students return in the fall, they ask about their specific bottle lambs, but also about the livestock in general: when will we have more lambs? How about a bottle calf? Can we keep a pig/chicken/turkey in the dorm and care for it?

Several years ago we recognized this desire and decided to add livestock that would provide and expect daily attention and affection. After two years of planning, grant applications, and building new fences, we finally adopted two donkeys in August 2018: Ned and Casper. Seven students are currently enrolled in a Donkey P.E., training the donkeys to pull carts that will haul produce to the campus and food scraps back to the farm.

We are not stopping there, however! We plan to add dairy goats soon and eventually reintroduce a flock of laying hens. The Scattergood Farm has long been an important part of students’ education and with the support of our extended community, we continue to seek ways to enhance their experience.

Mark Quee,
Farm Manager
Two of these graduates will attend Earlham College in Richmond, IN as Bonner Scholars. This program honors only 15 incoming students who demonstrated dedication to service and community in high school. As Bonner Scholars, they will receive financial aid and also be given many opportunities to engage in even more community service activities at Earlham and the surrounding area.

Scattergood assists students with applying for college admission and financial aid. The class of 2018 received over $945,000 in aid.
Attending Scattergood from 2011-2015 has been the best decision in my life up to this point. Going into my first year, I had never been to a farm. This would be the first of many new experiences over the course of what will now be my eighth year of being involved with the school. Scattergood not only taught me values that I have been able to take with me into my adult life, it also provided me with an environment where I was truly able to figure out my own values going forward. Chief among these lessons was how to be courageous.

I am currently a student at the University of Iowa and working as a Dorm Sponsor for Scattergood. My classroom and meeting experiences while in high school transformed how I look at my education. While many students are not willing to ask questions in large lecture halls, I recently asked my professor if I could address a point made in my discussion section about whether elected officials were obligated to represent all their constituents or only the ones who voted for them. As someone with stage fright, without the nurturing community Scattergood provided, I doubt I would have been able to stand and speak my mind in front of more than eighty people.

Courage, to me, is being able to standup for what you believe in, even if it is unpopular. Like the spirit that moves me to speak in Collection, I felt I had a little piece of the truth that needed to be shared, regardless of the consequences. Being able to speak my mind in a respectful manner has changed my life. Scattergood helped me foster this courage, and for that I will be forever grateful. I hope to help future students find their own voices and willingness to speak out.
I urge you to live a life worthy of the calling you have received. Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one another in love. Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace. — Ephesians 4:1-3

Peacemaking is a slow, everyday process. It requires us to over and over again show up, be present, be curious, listen, build trust, work together and work through. It is not shiny or exciting, but creates an underlying foundation upon which we can build the world we envision. Scattergood gives young people the chance to understand the slow work of making peace by not only learning about themselves, but also by learning to live with each other in community. This daily attention to patience, compassion, laughing at our imperfections, and to “bearing with one another in love” may be the most difficult practice of all, but it is a crucial skill to cultivate in these divisive times.

This year we struggled with enrollment, and we also witnessed an influx of energy, ideas, creativity, and optimism from the staff and Head that resonates within us, gives us confidence for the future, and the courage to change and evolve. This struggle to find a way forward for the school has been difficult and it has also been good: it winnows away the chaff and keeps us true. We believe that as it is and as it may grow, Scattergood is the Yearly Meeting’s peace-building ministry to the wider world: it provides opportunities to practice this unglamorous yet enriching work of living together in community, and it continues to nurture the educational and spiritual lives of these young people who give us hope.

For all of this we are so grateful.

For the Scattergood Friends School Committee,

Ruth Hampton ‘85, Clerk
Committee members join students and staff for brunch.
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Thank you for all you do to support the school!

2017-18 STAFF

Row 1: Dana Foster, Sam Taylor, Eric Andow, Hans Niehus
Row 2: Keva Fawkes, Miranda Nielson, Mark Quee, Ben Bowman, Jenn Jansen
Row 3: Lisa Kofoed, Tim Schulte, Sarah Dirks, Kelsey Clampitt, Gwen Andow
Row 4: Alison Coffey, Irving Treadway, Gabriela Delgadillo, Jane Purcell, Amy Weber, Jenevieve George, Fernando Finot, Kim Jones, Thomas Weber
Row 5: Chelsea Hunt-Teachout, Bruce Whiteman, Harold Page-Jamison, Dave Reeve
Missing: Karen Huff, Monique McNesby, Taylor Kokinos
Thank you for giving $318,642.
YOUR SUPPORT ALLOWS OUR NEW MERIT SCHOOL.

THE ANNUAL FUND PROVIDES:

- Need-based financial aid
- Wilderness and service trips
- Independent study opportunities
- Salaries for staff
- Support for the farm and facilities
- Laptops, art supplies, books, and so much more!
NOW, it will also provide up to four exceptional students with **25% of full tuition** for every year that they attend Scattergood and remain in good standing. For the 2018-2019 year, that is $7,900 for new students who bring **integrity, positive leadership, a passion for learning, and a volunteering spirit** to our campus. It is our goal to make a Scattergood education as accessible as possible. If you know an extraordinary student, encourage them to visit scattergood.org.
For most independent schools in the U.S., revenues from tuition trend downward as basic operating costs increase. Schools like Scattergood rely on non-tuition income, especially from donors like you who believe in our mission.

**BECAUSE YOU RECOGNIZE SCATTERGOOD’S VALUE AS A UNIQUE FORCE FOR GOOD IN THE WORLD AND AS A SANCTUARY FOR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION, YOU CONTINUE TO SUSTAIN US YEAR AFTER YEAR WITH YOUR GENEROUS DONATIONS AND GIFTS IN KIND. THANK YOU.**
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Every effort has been made to ensure we have accurately recognized our generous supporters, and we regret any errors or omissions. Kindly send any feedback to development@scattergood.org.
SUPPORT

WITH...

♦ One-time gifts
♦ Monthly or annual automatic gifts
♦ Designated donations
♦ In-kind goods and services
♦ Bequests and planned giving

VISIT SCATTERGOOD.ORG/DONATE

Or contact:
Miranda Nielson,
Development Director
development@scattergood.org
(319) 519-1854
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